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SHORTER ARTICLES AND DISCUSSION 

MODIFICATIONS OF THE 9:3:3: 1 RATIO 

A. CHEMICAL EXPERIMENTS PARALLELING THE SEVERAL POSSIBLE 
AMODIFICATIONS OF THE MVLENDELIAN F, DI-HYBRID PHENO- 

TYPIC NON-BLENDING RATIO 9: 3: 3: 1 

THIE foundation F2 di-hybrid ratio 9: 3: 3: 1 consists of 9 in- 
divicduals having somatic traits both "A" and "B," 3 individ- 
uals having "A" only, 3 having "B" only, and 1 having neither 
'A' nor 'B.' Or, if each allelonorphic pair consists, not in a 

gene and its absence, 'but in genie entities contrasted in quality 
or quantity and showing clean-cut dorninaiice and recessiveness, 
ill 9 "A" and "B" both dominant; 3 "A" dominant, "b" re- 
cessive; 3 "a" recessive, "B" dominant; 1 "a" and "b" both 
recessive. This di-hybrid ratio wa~s one of the early discoveries 
of Mendell himself, but after the revival of genetical studies in 
1900 experimental breeding had not continued long before modi- 
fications of this ratio beeamne apparent. Thus. Batesonl2 men- 
tions a number of cases in which the 9: 3: 4 F2 ratio is found. 
It is apparent in such cases that two unit trait-pairs are in- 
volved, that the dominant phase of one of them. standing without 
that of the other in 3 individual F2 somas is not to all patent as- 
pects different from the l individual possessing the dominant phase 
of neither of the two trait-pairs involved. In the gametes of in- 
divicluals of families that produce the 9: 3: 4 ratio the segrega- 
tion and recombinatioii of genes are, however, just as clean-cut 
and follow the same rule as in. pedigrees' giving the unmodified 
foundation ratio 9: 3: 3: 1; only the somatic working out of the 
genes is different in the two ratios. 

Barring blending, linkage, crossing-over, non-disjunction, sex- 
limited inheritance and other special phenomena, whighc limita- 
tions preserve intact the numerical entities 9, 3, 3, and 1, the 

1 Mendel, G., ''Experiments in Plant Hybridization" (reprinted in Eng- 
lish in Bateson 's "'Mendel 's Principles of Heredity,'" pp. 334-379.), p. 
351, 1866. 

2Bateson, W., "Mendel's Principles of Heredity," p. 80, 1913. 
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Experiment Illwsrtive of Black Skmn'Pjqnwnt1nheri4nce:._ 
SustratuM Xa scc. clarqwoe.tei in each of the, Is zygote tubel$. Su~~~~st C~~~. . e. 

HUMAN .SAIN-COLOR /j M le Gaynetes 
IN WNITLN5GRO 
CROSSAS - 

CUMULATV 1 1 
GENES. 

r~~~~~~A A .8 CL J3 a -e-r/o 

S ~ ~ ~ A . - 

P 0~~~~~~~~~~~0 

NO 

Ae .~~~~~~~~~~~1 Octorman 

40 

Inf~amete Cuebes:- 
/ ~ene Az oc. of solutVon of lmc.ndia Ink and 17.5 clear waten. 

CL .4CC. of slavtion oficc.C. Indimlink and iso, c.c. clear water. 
Gene B =.cIc. of solution off c.c.ndiaInk and 99 CC c/ear wa tee. / 

/ & 4f cc. of soluton ?flcc./n dla Ink and 940.5s c.c. clear watert./ 

following table presents in orderly fashion all of their possible 
ratio-reeombinations: 

Series A 
Case I. 9: 3:3:1. 
Case II. 9:3:4. 
Case III. 9: 6:1. 
Case IV. 9:7. 
Case V. 10: 3: 3. 
Case VI. 10: 6. 
Case VII. 12:3:1. 
Case VIII. 12:4. 
Case IX. 13: 3. 
Case X. 15: 1. 
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/ fzernmale Gavnete3- 
Case 

XXAB XXA XX~aR XXQ,& 

AABB AAB-e AaBB AaBO-6 

AAB4 AA e AaB-& Aaee- 

AQBB A[Be . QBB aaB-& 

AQB a aae- aae 

F Zy aTs: Phenofypic Ratio 93:3:t 
Illustrative Experimer7(:- 
/ S&6strl~=~ WXx = WMZ~e^si, res} 

/ GCrte fl= iWilAgdeoqe lsoo ef Pe Cli .0 H CI( el/eoWJ. 
GeOse B= q.ee ~ oetior ef I .t0res <Blve). S 

The chemical experiments described in the accompanying fig- 
ures parallel chemically what must happen to the F1 genes in 
their development into traits in the 2 somas in each ease of a 
modified somatic di-hybrid ratio. Each drawing represents a 
2-inch wooden block 71- inches square, with twenty-four _-inch 
holes, 11 inches deep, suitable for holding test-tubes. The four 
holes at the top hold test-tulbes containing chemicals representing 
the four types of F1 female gametes possible when di-hybridismn 
is being, considered; the four to the left perform the same service 
for the four male gametes. The sixteen holes blocked off in the 
square hold test-tubes for the sixteen types of zygotes resulting, 
by the checker-board method, from all possible unions of the 
four male and the four female gametes. X X represent the sub- 
stratum or the sum-total of hereditary qualities other than the 
traits under consideration. The lettering under each test-tube 
circle is the genetic formula for the gamete, or zygote as the 
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Case Fg Female Gameetes 

XXAD XXAG XJan XXQ; 

/?ed d e d 

X~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

AABB AABP AaBB AaB-Q- 

AAB& AA-e AaBO Aae-e- 

AQBB AaBe- 4atBB aa.13cB 

AaQDe Ae- o-e- aa aao e 

A& gymotes:Phenovtpic Ratio 9: Z 4 

/I>ustrtirve Experiment:- 
/ 5a65treL xx= AVtesc (CeI~ss-ess~)./ 

/Ceree A = tgoeoesso/=07 oi1~sf I,&,,w (B/oe).. 
/ G4ev~e.= Dilute HG/If / eo~o>'es sJ./ 

case may be. A word 'within a test-tube -circle names the color 
of the reaction-product, which color is the index or analog of the 
somatic working out of its accompanying genetic formula of the 
soma. 

fInstruetions for performing the experiment illustrative of 
each ratio-modification are found in detail in the drawing for 
the selected case. The chemicals representing gene "A" and 
gene "B" and, the substratum are, as indicated, poured into the 
test-tubes representing the F1 female and the F1 male gametes. 
Each gamete-holding test-tube should contain approximately 20 
c.c. of the appropriate genes and substratum. Of this mixture 
4 c.c. represent 1 gamete; and 1 such gamete is to be poured into 
each one of the 4 zygote-hollding test-tubes, directly below or 
directly to the right, as the case may be, of particular gamete- 
holding test-tube, following the checker-board method. Thus 
each of the 16 zygote test-tubes will contain chemicals appro- 
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/ ~~Ft Femrale Gametes 
Case O 

XiAB XXhj4 ~XX. xXQ4 

AAZBB AABe AaBB AQB6 

AAB-0 AA-e& AQa& Aaa- 

X asaBE Aai3-B Qaa3 AQa4 

A~~BB AaeBe aaaa& aaQB-e 
I 108 \~~~e/o' hte hie Ci : Ies 

A2 Zy~gatesv Phenotypic Rawfo 9(~ 
'~sti-s-ire Exei rv: 

/ Ge"e .8= g9que0&& -Sol"to of Pb' (Ccz H.,) 2 cwh;te. /) 

priately representing 1 F1 male and 1 F1 female gamete free, 
like the constituents of a united sperm. and egg, to interact in 
the zygote and in subsequent ontogenesis. 

Some of these ratios, such as exist in Cases Nos. V, VI and 
IX, are much more difficult chemically to contrive than others, 
such as Nos. I, II, III, IV and X. It is not surprising, then, 
that nature provides more readily eases in inheritance, repre- 
senting the latter ratios, while the former are being found only 
by the most diligent genetical study. Not all of these ratios 
have yet been found in nature by experimental breeding, but, 
from time to time, a geneticist reports the discovery of a new 
di-hybrid F2 ratio wb-hich proves to be a member of this series. 
Doubtless all of them. Nwill be found in time, but without intro- 
ducing the special phenomena earlier referred to, Series A, con- 
sisting of 10 cases, exhausts the possibilities of F, phenotypic di- 
hybrid ratios. 
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Fi Feyncle Gametes- 
Case 

XXAf XXA4- XxCa xxx.& 

AAJBB AAB& AaBB AaL3B 

e/w //ie ~ io White 

AAr-tA AA4-&. AcaZB AaC&-4 

e/W ye/w Whe Wit 

AaB Aa3a aaDBs aa.e- 

AQBA- Aae,-& aaae,- a 

F2 Zygtes: Phenojjvpic Rabeto 9:7 
//strariiz-0 'xei; ent:- 

/x-;th pheeelphthale1r 
to match "Geanc.B ChthatcJ. / 

/ scretc9Zc SsrWO of AX)- r eh1 d tye wAI de r-J phe ool- 

/ ~ nw& 
thJV r 

-,-a 
tc 

LW A& 
('C2 }>/3 02S S,;= csPe ~ h e 

h X 

B. A CHEMICAL EXPEIRIMENT PARALLELING A MODIFICATION OF 
THE MENDELIAN F, DI-HYBRID PHENOTYPIC RATIO 1: 2:1- 
2: 4: 2: 1 * 2:1 INAVOL.VING SOMATIC BLENDING AND GEN]C 

SEGREGATION IN THE F1 GENERATION 

The ten cases described in the Series A are non-blending, in 
which the entities 9, 3, 3, and 1 are kept intact, that is, they are 
simply recombined. The mono-hybrid ratio on which they are 
based is the normal dominant-recessive 3: 1 relation. The typical 
blending ratio in the F2 mono-hybrid is 1: 2: 1. Carrying this 
latter ratio into the di-hybrid classification in the same manner 
as the 3:1. ratios was carried into the 9: 3: 3:1. classification 
gives us, the following: 1: 2: 1: 2: 4: 2: 1: 2: 1, a, total of sixteen 
individuals divided' into 9 classes. 

In Davenport's3 study on the " Inheritance of Skin-Color in 
3 Davenport, C. B., "'Skin-Color in Negro-Wh iite Crosses,'" Pub. 188 Car. 

Inst. Wash., 1913. 
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I ase F1 Female Gcxmetes 

/ICase o O O C 
.XXAD XXA. X.X X X 

AABB AADO. AG 0B AaB4 

AAA4 AA-&,& AaB& Aa,&e 

li~ ~~~~Ckr Cooe W4t W de 

AaGB AaB& aaQB aCUB 

AaB& ACare- aaae- aa e. 

F2 Zy-otes: Phenotypic Ratio 10:3:3 

illustrative 'Experiment:- 
/ Gserefi 11ihure Nd. li /ttle Kl~1e ? (Pesnpe). 

/ G,,,e (eeos hz IC. 0,4"* 2 *4f0 * ;ew droep- a/ Co C2 / 

Negro-White Crosses" he found that the amount of black skin- 
pigment in an individual is determined by two genes in eeach 
parental gamete, and in measuring the intensity of black skin- 
pigment in the members of a great many highly hybridized 
families lhe found 5 definite qmaxima in the curve plotting the 
distribution of individuals according to the per cent. of black 
skin-pigment carried. Theoretically (unless genes "A" and 
"B" are exactly equally potent in developing into a definite 
per cent. of blackness showing in the unxveathered skin) there 
should have been 9 maxima in the above-deseribed distribution 
curve. Arbitrarily giving the- genes the following potentiality 
for somatic expression, "A" 16 per cent., "B" 19 per cent., 
"a" 1 per cent., "b" 2 per cent. (which is not far from the 
the facts of the case), the somatic frequencies and black skin- 
color percentages would run as follows: One 70 per cent., two 
54 per cent., one 36 per cent., two 55 per cent., four 38 per cent., 
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F1 Female Gametes 

Case 
XXAB X1CA-& WWX& XX. 

AABB AAB& ACBB AaB6& 

AAR2.& AA,&& AaB6- AafI,& 

I 12Xa \ ~o/oes Cooree Wte White 

AQBB AaB. aaQBB aaB& 

| X G \ ~C/oree (34/t We Co/ork 

AQB4-e AaC-C- C aaae. aazl&- 

F2 otes Phena]ijpc Ratio ro:e 

Illzstrative Experiment:- 
/ s"asteetoen 7CXs Watea- (ClhOS). 

/ Gere f= Di;atc H C/ I phenolphtein to snatch "Gene B"{Whte). / 
/ Gene Bo= Ca Co3 in aho (JVte)/ 

two 21 per cent., one 40 per cent., two 23 per cent., and one 6 
per cent., in a total of 16 individuals. 

But practically 5 instead of 9 somatic types were actually 
found because gene "A" and gene "B" are so nearly equal in 
value that it is not possible in a. given individual, simply by 
measuring the skin-color pigment, to determine whether gene 
"A" or gene "B" is responsible for the quantity of melanin 
possessed. Tlos in the 5 classes the two 54 per cent. cases 
(AAI3b) and the two 55 per cent. cases (AaBB) constitute the 
three quarters blacks or "sambos," the twjTo 21 per cent. (Aabb) 
cases and the two 23 per cent. (aaBb) cases constitute the one 
quarter blacks or ''quadroons," while the one 36 per cent. 

-&A'Ibb) case a:.ld the one 40 per cent. (aaBB) case are so nearly 
like the four 38 per cent. (i. e., the ''"mulatto'' AaBb) that they 
constitute a single class of six individuals. Hence the contracted 
ratio 1:4:6:4:1. 
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Case IF, Fema/e GaiMetles 

XCXAB XAXA& XX.BB XX QZ& 

AABB AAB& Aa-B AaQe- 

O ~~AAB& AAZZ& AaB-6 AQS& 

AaZB AQBC CLGBB aaB -P 
12Xffl~ ~Re Re s3e/o Ode We 

AaB,& Aa-&e- a a29 aal&e 

Z Z~ygotes PhenTpie Ratio It3:I 

///ustrtlve Experiment:- 
/~e Ge??de aeoes 3elete of ae C/3 * l:(es (Rcd. 

/ Gene B= 19eeos seaot;0of "/e a l3 (ye/w. / 

As Davenport clearly points out in the matter of black skin- 
pigment, each gene finds its definite somatic expression regard- 
less of the presence of other genes. Since the two genes work 
out into the same somatic trait (i. e., are duplicate genes) which 
somatic expressions differ only in quantity, they might well be 
be called cumulative genes. The accompanying diagram (Ex- 
periment Illustrative of Black Skin-Pigmient Inheritance) gives 
specific directions for running this experiment in a inner very 
closely paralleling what Davenport found in nature. 

This experiment illustrates only one case in a long possible 
series of modifications of thie foundation F. di-hybrid phenotypic 
blending ratio 1:2:1:2:4:2:1:2:1. 

C. OTHER F, DI-HYBRID SERIES 

In a case in which gene "A" 'does, not blend with its allelomnor- 
phic mate "a" in the F1 sona, but presents a typical case of 
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Ca/e fi Female G-ntes&r 
/ C ase ) oooI 

XXAD )ZA4 _Xan XXQ 

AABB AAB-& AaES AaQ&e 

0 N AAB-8- AA&8- AAaB -- 

AQ.BB AaB& aaBD3 aaa3& 

Aaz3e Aa,&-e- a '3 9- I 

F2 Z--gotes: Phcnokpic RatGO i4 

.l/ustrative Experiment:- / 
/ Sbstrautrw xx= J<tW.QC1 (Calarl-s-J./ /Gene ,= )9jFuoas msl.Zews, aD( Ps Cl5 avid litmus (Rvd). 

/GemieB= Diluct II Cl {Cloiorless), 

MTendelian dominance, while gene " B " blends with its nmate 
"b" in the F1 soma, the di-hybrid F, ratio resulting from com- 
bining two such trait-pairs is found by multiplying the F, mono- 
hybrid dominant relation 3 + 1 by the F2 mono-hybrid blending 
relation 1 + 2 + 1, giving when expressed as a ratio the somatic 
F., di-lhybrid relation 3: 6: 3: 1: 2: 1. Among other special cases 
to be considered are those involving crossing-over, non-disjunc- 
tion and sex-limited inheritance. 

When the genie and somatic specifications of a ratio are 
known it is not difficult to, contrive a chemical parallel for it. 
The use of such experiments consists not only in clarifying the 
conception of tb6 particular situation at hand, but also in pro- 
viding in the laboratory a nearer approach than is usually used 
for denonstrati.on to what is actually happening in heredity. The 
chemical analogy between what happens in the zygote-holding test- 
tube and what actually happens in the somatic working out of the 
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caI F1 Femoie Gametes 

Ca ase O o I 

L~ ~ Lf X~A] SXL (3 ae i- 

Ix~~~~L3u 

AAEB AAB6. AQ2BB AaB- 

AAB-& AA-6&-e.A,- Q-- 

44 
1Bl, ) u (e/) {\J t Red) 

AaBa A2&-. aaBe- QQ4 

Fz Zyotes: Phenofypic Ratio3:3 
/Iustrative Experiment:- 

tI,-' he ',' "G.eA) ( A 
/ Gee-~ I.vso'oraf Ni VOH ( 7'eg/t veh, fe ' volme ao z Vr" / 

/ A2 = Dihate H CJ i/rrAes cRe@J. 

segregable genes in the members olf the F, ratios is doubtless 
much closer than any completely mechanical contrivance can 
show. In the experiments the blending quite properly is shown 
complete in the zygote and somaa, but if the analogy were carried 
still further one should be able to dip into the gamllete-holding 
test-tubes and there find that some of the original F1 genes remain 
unchanged-the unchanged germ-plasm which is left behind-and 
to lift out well-defined gametes with 44A" or "a" and "B" or 
"b" variously combined, according to the constituent genes of 
the zygote, for in the living germ-cell cycle, not the blending of 
the soma, but clean-cut segregation is the rule. Representing 
the gametes by capsules containing genes in solid form, which 
capsules and genes would be slowly soluble in the substratum of 
the zygote, would drive the analogy a little closer to nature. 
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/~~~F P=r emcue Gamreters 
/Case o o oI 

XX AB XXA&f XXQBR X~ 

AABB AABJ- AC4BB AaQB 

AABeff AA&5- AID,& AQa& 

AQBB Aa& aa3BB a aB- 

Aa B& Aae-Z-& acaBE- c a&e 

F2 Zygates.Phernofphc Ratio Js5X 

///aestr-at4'e Exp>erimernt:- 
/ S6stratam xx= Egre 4?qeee selat,~eew of /;tmas (BlDe). 
/ Gece A= ;/face IJC (Co/oeesJ/ 
/ Gene B = Dildte H2 SO4g (Celarlese)J./ 
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THE FACTORS FOR YELLOW IN MICE AND NOTCH IN 
DROSOPHILA 

IN a recent number of THE AMERICAN NATURALIST' appeared a 
paper by Ibsell and Steigleder oil "Evidence for the Death in 
Utero of the Homozygous Yellow Mouse." In summing up (p. 
751), after stating that "our evidence telnds to confirm the con- 
elusion of Castle and Little that in mice homnozygous yellow zy- 
gotes are produced in the yellow X yellow mating, but that these 

1 Vol. LI, No. 612, December, 1917, pp. 740-752. 
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